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A FEW WORDS FROM TROY
undertaken to prepare stations for
further cropping activities in 20212022.

The Covid-19 pandemic
significantly changed the way
people live and work throughout
2021. It has also tested the
resilience and agility of many
businesses in responding to a year
of unprecedented challenges. It is a
testament to the team in Australia
and Indonesia with their ongoing
commitment that CPC has been
able to effectively manage the
disruptions throughout the year,
while still making progress against
strategic priorities.
Sale of CPC to Hands Family
Office
Since the acquisition of CPC by the
Hands Family Office in October
2020, Guy Hands and family as
well as Terra Firma and Board have
communicated great ambitions and
continued investment in Australian
agriculture through CPC’s land,
cattle and people, and I am excited
for what the future holds.

HEALTH AND SAFETY | LEADERSHIP | TRUST | COMMUNITY | VALUE CREATION

Operations – Genetics
Through the year, we continued
to implement strategy to build on
our success and identify key areas
for development. Our excellent
branding performance YTD stems
from a genetics strategy that began
over five years ago, and from this

continued investment has resulted
in improved herd performance
across numerous metrics: increased
fertility, increased productivity, and
improved carcass quality.
Land Development (Cattle)
It was another eventful year for
the cattle industry; we saw record
high prices for cattle, the lowest
national herd in decades, and
continuing global demand for
Australian beef.
We continued investing in land
development and maintenance
projects across the portfolio.
Included in this program is the
acceleration of the staged, largescale exclusion fencing and
regrowth clearing project at Isis
Downs Station which will provide
significant operating benefits as
well as land value appreciation.
Many of CPC’s northern stations
have also completed development
capex projects through the
deployment of more water points
and fences to unlock more land
value and enhance productivity.
Land Development (Cropping)
We have also made inroads in our
cropping initiatives this year at
Wrotham Park, Newcastle Waters
and Bunda, with further work being

Environmental custodianship
(and Carbon)
CPC has continued to actively
participate in the Emissions
Reduction Fund with its CPC Beef
Herd Project and Wrotham Park
Fire Management Project. The CPC
Beef Herd Project, registered under
the Beef Cattle Herd Methodology,
has proven to be a fantastic fit for
CPC as we continue to reduce our
herd’s emissions through the way
we manage our herd.
As we enter 2022, I look forward to
consolidating on our environmental
successes in emissions reduction
and advancing new project
opportunities that will continue to
strengthen business productivity
and environmental custodianship.
Trade challenges
Notwithstanding Covid-19 induced
logistical challenges, Australian
agriculture has been challenged by
multiple Chinese trade sanctions
during the year. While CPC has
not been directly impacted by
Chinese tariffs, the global trade
flows of meat continue to evolve
around this disruption. Australia’s
trade relationship with China
continues to be strained in the
short to medium term, prompting
Australian agriculture exporters to
seek alternate markets.
With new variants of African swine
fever emerging in Asia throughout
the year, China has continued to
import large volumes of meat,
underpinning price support in
protein markets.
Our team
Over the last 12 months, CPC
has further invested in its people
and operations. Development
opportunities for our people has
continued, improving both skills
and wellbeing, while investment in
property and equipment has been
maintained to support operational
efficiencies.
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A FEW WORDS FROM TROY
CPC continued its involvement with
Dolly’s Dream, Mullets for Mental
Health, as well as supporting the
‘conversation-starter’ initiative
through the very brightly coloured
TradeMutt shirts (which made their
way to the UK and Indonesia too).
Psychs on Bikes also spoke with
our Newcastle Waters and Isis
Downs teams in May this year
(photo please). All of these causes
reinforce the importance of having
conversations around mental
health with colleagues, friends, and
family.
While fortunate to be able to visit
our Australian properties, due to
international travel restrictions,
a face-to-face visit to JJAA was
not possible in 2021. I would
like to thank the JJAA team for
hosting a virtual inspection of
their infrastructure, facilities, and
broader operations. I look forward
to visiting in person in 2022 as
restrictions ease.
After completing the first-round
muster, CPC held the Stations
Challenge event across four of its
properties, including Carlton Hill,
Newcastle Waters, Wrotham Park
and Isis Downs station as well as
holding a Brisbane Challenge.
It was great for the respective
teams to showcase their skills
of horsemanship, leadership,
and teamwork as well as …
axe-throwing! Each year CPC is
required to report on Workplace
gender equality. Not only has CPC
improved on its 5-year average
of 44% female team members
to 45%, CPC also exceeds the
industry average of <40%. For
CPC, equality and diversity is more
than just formal reporting. It’s
about creating a culture where
diversity is encouraged, and each
team member can reach their full
potential.

A FEW WORDS FROM GREG
sale process by early 2021, with the
finance team managing sign off on
the completion audit in February,
finally closing out the rather
drawn-out process. And like any
good finance team, we celebrated
this in style….. by deciding to bring
forward the roll-out of the FY22
budget into early April and then
running head-first into the year-end
audit. It was wild.

represented CPC at various
professional events and
conferences as well as your
membership and participation
with industry and community
associations.
CPC continues to gain momentum
in the social media space, with
our Facebook followers more
than doubling in 3 years and our
Instagram followers increasing
more than 3-fold in 2 years. A
consequential benefit of this
growth is that 26% of CPC’s
applicants for on-station roles now
originate through Facebook and
Instagram.
Conclusion
I would like to thank everyone for
their hard work and dedication to
the business over the course of the
year and very much look forward
to capturing further opportunity
in 2022. I wish you all a safe and
happy Christmas period with
your family and friends and I look
forward to working with you in
2022.

Director’s station visits

We used the opportunity of
breaking free from the shackles
of the Ribeye process to start to
plan and implement some of the
long-awaited changes and updates
to how we do things through the
finance transformation project.

Isis Downs station visit

Well 2021 picked up right where
2020 left off…... Lockdowns,
restrictions, masks and neverending video calls. Another bizarre
year.
We bid farewell to Jim in late 2020
and I’m continually impressed at
how the team has shown resilience
in staying positive and simply
getting on with things.
We also bid farewell to the Ribeye

Wrotham Park visit
Director’s station visits

Industry engagement and social
media
Thank you also to those that
Director’s station visits

Wrotham Park visit
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Along with the Supply Chain
Optimisation Project, managed by
Richard and his team, there has
been lots of good work done in the
background and we will continue to
make progress on this over the next
12 months.
Travel was at a premium this
year for most of us with Sue
getting to Isis Downs for the
station challenge, Naree helping
Manbulloo with the exit and Raquel
recently at Newcastle Waters for an
information-gathering visit.

Craig still led the team here with
plenty of visits to stations to assist
with issues and implementations.
We hope we can see more of the
stations and CPC station teams in
2022!
And finally, at the end of 2021 we
farewell another one of our own.
Craig Bell has been with CPC for
over five years and has seen great
success in modernising how we do
things at CPC. One less Kiwi in the
office is not necessarily a bad thing
as we approach the next world cup,
but his contribution to CPC will
certainly be missed. We wish him
all the best.
I am very proud of every member
of the finance team but without
wanting to wish the years away,
here’s hoping for a better 2022!
Merry Christmas and cheers to the
new year!
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BRISBANE TEAM

Bunda bore drilling

Raquel’s trip to Newcastle Waters

Kids at the Family BBQ

Bunda vax program

Wrotham Park Station Challenge

Flight from Carlton Hill to NCW

Guest speaker - Jas Boxsell

It’s a Bloke Thing presentation

Wearing blue for Do It for Dolly Day
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A FEW WORDS FROM HR & WHS
We welcomed 2021 with open arms
after a 2020 that most wanted to
put it behind them. Forewarned
can be forearmed and as such
we commenced the year with
better knowledge of our state’s
requirements regarding the border
closures and challenges to work
with Covid-19 in our communities.
The beginning of the year is always
an exciting time when we are all
refreshed from holidays, have
seen the rain fall and are then
ready to start our new year and
the adventures that it will bring.
For the new crew starting on our
stations, it’s just as exciting for
them as it is for us to welcome
them to join the CPC team after
many emails and phone calls
through the recruitment process.
For the returning crew, its great
to have you back on-board for
another season.
Induction weeks held on station
went smoothly and our junior
managers were very much leading
the training and sharing their
knowledge base. Possibly some of
the motorbike activities bought out
the competitive streaks in many of
the leaders as a particularly tricky
skill activity had most on a level
playing field with our new team
members. Nothing like a bit of
healthy competition!
We finished off our induction
week at each of the stations
with a team photo wearing our
Trade Mutt shirts. No better time

to stand shoulder to shoulder.
The Trademutt shirts are “A
Conversation starter” and it’s
important for all our teams to
be aware that a simple “How are
you going today?” could be just
what someone needs if they are
struggling to start a conversation
to assist mental health in our
workplace.
With our Covid-19 restrictions
becoming slightly more
manageable our operational teams
were able to participate in a great
range of training throughout the
year from First Aid, Firearm Safety,
Fire-fighting Training, Nutrition
Edge Workshops, Tom Shepherd’s
Efficient Stock Handling, HSR
Training, Rabobank Financial Skills
Workshop, Bill Hutton Shoeing
School, Jodie Challacombe Horse
School, ICMJ Rockhampton,
Business Edge Workshop, just to
name few. But it doesn’t stop
there, we have over 20% of CPC
completing apprenticeships/
traineeships this year which is an
acknowledgement of the amount
of on-the-job skills development
our management teams are able to
deliver.
2021 also saw the introduction
of the Junior Managers (JM)
Meetings held via Teams to upskill
our JM’s on subjects ranging
form leadership conversations,
financial reporting, bangtail
procedures, live export protocols,
nutrition and supplement feeding,
MLA Benchmarking, Planning

for Efficiencies along with
Understanding P&L and Cashflow.
This training was carried out by
both internal team members and
from specialists outside the CPC
business. This is just the start of
our JM’s toolbox for the future.
Mid-September saw the return
of our Stations Challenge (after
a hiatus in 2020) in a more Covid
creative way … one event over
four locations (no border crossings
required!). Whilst perhaps not as
much fun as getting all the CPC
stations together, fun was not left
behind and each location had
plenty of comradery, team spirit,
adventurous activities and some
core events to bring the Challenge
together. The Brisbane team also
hosted a challenge with activities
spread across the inner city…
bowling, darts, mini golf and speed
walking through to axe throwing!
Well done to the organising
committees for each location and
all event prize winners.
We love to celebrate the successes
of the CPC team and in 2021 this
included our recently announced
Nuffield Scholar, Jasmine Boxsell
plus our Future NTCA members,
Charles Tapp, Jeremy Scott and
Shannon Chatfield, with Shannon
also invited to be part of the Young
Farming Champions Program.
Ali Quintana was a YLEN Onboard
Stockperson Program Awardee
(YLEN, LiveCorp and MLA
sponsored), Andrew Cochrane and
Chris Coombes joined the ARLP

Drought Resilience Leadership
Program and Andrew was also
selected for the Rabobank
Executive Development Program.
We were proud to be finalists this
year at the annual QLD WorkSafe
Awards being recognised for our
commitment to work health and
wellbeing. This recognised the
impact of the various programs
we have run this year starting with
the Trade Mutt shirts provided to
everyone in the CPC team, followed
up with visits such as the Psychs
on Bikes, It’s a Bloke Thing for
prostate cancer awareness, RFDS
and the Care for Farmers campaign
addressing mental health.
As the year winds down, and our
teams deliberate on their careers
be it “another year in the north”
or off on another adventure, and
epic Christmas parties are planned,
we start the recruitment process
for the next season and get to talk
with plenty of people who are
enthusiastic about agriculture. The
end of the year is also an exciting
time as opportunities become
available for many of our team
on either their current station
or by transferring to another
CPC station. These moves are a
steppingstone to new challenges
and the opportunity to contribute
to both their team and the stations
successes as their career grows.
We wish you all the very best and
hope that the year ahead brings all
that you hope for.
Have a safe and happy Christmas.
Jacqui and Cath

Office of Industrial Relations

Safe Work
and Return to Work
Awards 2021
Presented to

Consolidated Pastoral Company

Finalist

Best commitment to work health
and wellbeing
Congratulations on your
achievements in and commitment
to work health and safety

Hon Grace Grace
Minister for Education, Minister for Industrial Relations
and Minister for Racing

A few words from Ian….
Each year brings its own set of
challenges. Statically speaking
2021 has been challenging with
all stations recording injuries
early in the season, however we
are trending better towards the
back half of the year. This is down
to hard work, staying the course
and implementing pre-starts
conversations, practicing those
skills and a genuine commitment
by all stations to improve safety
outcomes. We can reflect,
over-analyse and make safety
overbearing at times but when it all
comes down to it, each individual
is responsible for their own safety
and that of their mates. Strong
leadership, committing to our
values and correctly implementing
company policies will improve our
safety performance.

Covid-19 again interrupted travel
and station visits, however the
highlight for this year, I was
fortunate to take my wife Karen
on a visit to the NT Stations. As
a novice to the Territory and
station life Karen was amazed at
the resilience, commitment and
hard work of our young people.
The vast distances we travel, the
organisation to get from A to B,
small planes, the long hours, the
early starts, fatigue, heat and
flies….all things we deal with every
day that a novice finds totally
fascinating, a big thank you to all
who made this trip possible. It’s
easy to forget it’s those little things
that we do for each other that
keeps us focused and safer.
Have a great Christmas and New
Year!

ISIS DOWNS

WROTHAM PARK

CARLTON HILL

NEWCASTLE WATERS

ISIS DOWNS

BUNDA
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GENERAL MANAGER - STATIONS
Across our CPC stations the
powerful and rewarding business of
producing food for both domestic
and export markets continues at
a busy pace. For many of us the
world has become a different
place during these past 18 months.
Borders have been opening and
shutting, cattle markets have been
at an all-time high and most of our
stations have experienced a decent
season.
Another year over and it’s time to
reflect on our wins and learns for
2021.
Once again, our people in CPC
have been brilliant, they have
been stable, flexible, have a cando attitude, resilient, supportive
and very good at networking with
each other. This has ensured
our business can maximise any
opportunity that may arise as we
progress through the year. The CPC
culture of a caring and supportive
work environment for our staff is a
constant on our stations every time
I visit.
The exit of Manbulloo all went to
plan and was completed on time as
of 30 June. As our exit strategy out
of Manbulloo was everything had to
go, the task of packing everything
from teaspoons to machinery and
all cattle was a varied task and a
great team effort by a lot of CPC
people.
Agistment properties Bishops Bore
NT, and Vergemont Qld, have all
been finalised and the agreements
finished. The cattle from
these places have been sold or
transported back to our properties.
Small numbers of stragglers remain
on both blocks and gradually will
be returned.
Twin Hills Agistment is still ongoing
with just over 10,000 head of feeder
cattle destined for JJAA between
December to March.
Santavan Export Yard has done

four ships of 12,000 head to date
and will be doing another three to
four ships totalling 12,000 to 15,000
head over the coming months from
Twin Hills and out of Darwin Port.
The redesigned export yards at
Tri Nations on Carlton Hill have
worked well this year. Through
these yards CPC have processed
cattle for 12 ships equating to
30,000 head this year out of
Wyndham Port, not all of these
were CPC cattle.
The achievements and highlights
have been many throughout 2021;

• Training and Personal
•

•
•
•
•
•

Development in all five pillars of
the business.
Our ethics, wellbeing and
succession planning have been
a focus. Personal health, mental
health, accountability and
responsibility for each other and
our animals.
Continued to build leadership
capacity in our middle
managers.
Developed and enhanced our
safety culture.
Focused on health and
wellbeing.
Ensure recruitment and
induction is aligned to
understand our policies.
Training and development
are aligned to maximise our
experience and minimise our
skills gap.

A significant measure of success
is how many people returned for
another year’s employment with
CPC, how many people applied
and got accepted for our positions,
how many people got promoted or
transferred internally throughout
the business.
People movements;
Bunda

• Callum Hampton-Brook

from Leading Hand to Head
Stockperson.

Carlton Hill
• DJ Wall and Bex Thorpe are
transferring from Carlton Hill
to Isis Downs as Assistant
Managers.
• Connor Warren moving
from Leading Hand to Head
Stockperson.
Dungowan

• Connor Stiff moving from

Leading Hand (NCW) to Head
Stockperson.

Isis Downs

• Chris Coombes from Leading
Hand to Head Stockperson.

Newcastle Waters

• Jeremy Scott promoted from

Overseer to Assistant Manager.

• Charles Tapp from Head

Stockperson to Overseer.

Santavan

• Simon and Paige Everingham

promoted from NCW assistant
manager to Santavan Export
Yards as Managers.

and finally...

• Steve Pocock left the business

at the end of June, thank you
Steve for all your hard work
across many areas of the CPC
business and we wish you well
in your new endeavours.

Congratulations to all the above
on their promotions and transfers
within the business. I look forward
to sharing your achievements as
you learn and grow within your new
roles.
Most of all, thank you to everyone
across our stations and in Brisbane
Office for your efforts and support
throughout the year.
Best wishes and stay safe, and I
look forward to working with you
all in 2022 for another successful
year for us all at CPC.
Henry
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ALLAWAH
Allawah is finally receiving good
rainfall and all dams are full! It is
starting to feel like its settling in
and feels like it’s going to be a nice
wet Christmas. The grass has good
growth and hopefully we will see
more rain to improve coverage over
the property. The paddock that we
got sprayed with graslan last year
has died. We also had tordoners
come in this year and spray out
some suckers in paddocks. They
do an excellent job, and they cover
some country in small amount of
time.
Our nanny Courtney left us in July
and station hand Amanda left in
August. We have only just got both
girls replaced so it has been very
hectic time with three wild little
boys for the past few months.
We acquired six Angus bulls this
year. Five from Clunie Range and
one Troy got from Booroomooka.
One Clunie Range bull went north,
and we kept the rest for breeding
season this year. They will go out
the first week of December. There
is talk we will be doing another AI
program very early next year.
Calves have been hitting the
ground since the beginning of

September and are starting to ease
off now. We did a small bait job
when they started as dogs seem to
love this place.
Lester went to Isis Downs in
October to draft up the Angus cows
to be used in the stud in the future.
We have put in and set up three
tanks, a new bore and three
troughs this year which has added
more security to the water here.
One 32,000-gallon tank to water
Emu’s Nest as the old one was
about to go. We have also replaced
the main water line through Lorella
to be more reliable. We have a
few more major jobs that will be
completed in the next couple of
months.
We had a mouse plague for a
few months between August
and October. They were literally
crawling on our faces at night, so
Lester has used up a few tubes
of no more gaps in the house. We
ended up baiting the sheds and the
small paddocks around the house
by hand.
We only branded two boran bulls
calves this year out of 14 calves,
which has also been topped

up with another 14 bulls from
Nindooinbah. Some of these are
polled which will be good to see
the outcome of these down the
track. We had the boran weaner
heifers on grain until we received
the recent rain. All the weaner bulls
have also been on grain until the
recent rainfall. The boys enjoyed
feeding up and getting the cattle
quiet every morning and afternoon.
Muscle scanning of all bulls and
heifers are happening in the next
week and semen testing has
already been done a fortnight ago.
Socially we got to a few camp
drafts, even if the husband/ wife
stayed home and watched the kids
while the other went! Jack was
the only one to come home with a
ribbon. Hopefully we get time to get
to some more next year.
Merry Christmas everyone
Lester, Stacey and the boys
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BUNDA AND KIRKIMBIE
Bunda commenced the year with
above average rain fall. Across
Bunda and Kirkimbie Station we
recorded just over 650ml of rain
from November 2020 to February
2021.
Bunda started off the year with
a whole new camp apart from
Matthew Murray aka Murt. Murt
stayed on as Head stock person
and Tim Malone transferred from
Manbulloo into the camp. Callum
Hampton-Brook (Smiley) came
over from Jumbuck Pastoral, as
the Leading Hand. Otto Thomas
came from a private Qld block, and
Lachlan Cheshire come across from
Murranji Station in the NT. We had
Edward Allsopp, Meg Everett, Caleb
De Luchi, join the company as
Station Hands. Chris Higham, aka
Critter returned to CPC after a short
break. We also welcomed Rodney
Carman (Rocket) as the new station
Bore Runner and Kate Hagley as
the station cook.
First round commenced in March,
keeping everyone busy with the
usual jobs of mustering, drafting,
Preg testing and weaning. The KD
Rural camp arrived to assist with
the first round, helping to remove
weaners quicker and sent to the
EWP at Carlton Hill.
The end of June saw Bill Hutton
return to Bunda for the annual
shoeing school. The crew learnt
how to properly trim a horse’s foot
in preparation for shoeing. The
crew then learnt the basics on how
to hot shoe their horses.
In August, Bunda was lucky enough
to have Garry Faulks and Tinkey
Townsend from Ideal Performance
horses carry out a two-day school
with the crew. The team learnt the
process of how to start a young
horse, how to properly educate the
horse and get the horse to work off
their legs.
They also spent time learning how
to track a beast around and where

to position their horse to be in a
safe spot. The school concluded
with a session on challenge
patterns which was of a great
benefit as it coincided with the
CPC Station Challenge which was
held two weeks after the school.
The crew had the chance to ask
questions and learn steps they
were unsure about.
Jess Munro and Maddix Lovett
came to Bunda to break in this
year’s breakers. Jess and Maddix
broke in nine horses over a 12-week
period. Of the nine breakers, seven
went to Carlton Hill and Bunda
retained two.
The crew visited Carlton Hill station
to compete in the CPC Challenge.
Over two days the Bunda crew
competed against the Carlton Hill
crew taking out the overall win.
Some of the great results were:
•
•

•

•
•

Andrew O’Kane won the Open
Challenge
Caleb De Luchi won the Junior
(first and second year) Poddy
Pursuit
Brooke Harwood won the
Barrel Race and 5 year and
above Colt challenge
Meg Everett also won the 4th
Year Colt Challenge.
Smiley, Critter, Tim, Edward,
and Lachlan won the Ringers
Got Talent, with their smash up
lip singing, this had the crowd
in total awe and laughter.

Tom Shephard returned to Bunda
mid-October for this year’s Panel
Muster in the bush country. The
Bunda crew, Connor Stiff and Ellie
Gooch from NCW got to spend five
days with Shephard. They learnt
how to handle cleanskin cattle and
educate them enough to walk them
35km to the yards.
Once in the yards they learnt how
to handle the cattle in confined
spaces and get the cattle through

the yards using low stress
techniques.
Second round started and finished
early this year. We completed
second round in just over a week,
with the assistance of KD Rural
camp.
Bunda started receiving large falls
of rain at the start of November
which made trucking cattle from
the yards a little harder. The crew
rose to the challenge, got in and
trudged through the mud, ensuring
that the cattle were successfully
transported to the EWP at Carlton
Hill.
This year’s Capex work entailed
Daley Driven Enterprises clearing
fence lines and poly lines. KD Rural
constructed a 24km fence in the
bush country above Dinner Camp.
Two new bores were sunk in the
bush country ensuring that the
country is better utilised.
Installation of more tanks and
troughs throughout the station and
the replacement of Kubota motors
with solar panels will help improve
and establish more water points.
On behalf of myself and Brooke we
would like to say a massive thank
you to our team here at Bunda for
their hard work throughout the
year. A big thank you to all the
contractors who have worked at
Bunda and any ring ins over the
year. All the best for the remainder
of the year and a Happy Christmas
and New Year from the Team at
Bunda.
Andrew and Brooke
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CARLTON HILL
Carlton Hill’s Early Weaning
program continued over the wet
season providing a few challenges
with the very welcomed rain. Our
rainfall for last wet was 1050mm
and bought us some magnificent
storms. We had several thousand
head of weaners on feed and are
very grateful for the team that
stayed over Christmas to help with
the load.
After a short break, we started up
the year in February, welcoming
our fresh new CPC team members
and our returning crew for this year.
Induction on station with Ian went
well and continued for another
week or so after to include some
horsemanship skills.
First boat for the year was in March,
it was very wet and rather hot but
our team powered through and got
the job done. First round started
after Easter and with the extra
cattle held this year both Carlton
Hill camps and PLB contracting
were on board, all breeders were
finished by the end of May and then
onto another boat in June which
we bought some cattle to fill as
well as CPC cattle. During June, we
started mustering heifers, the crew
from Bunda came and give a hand
during June and July.
We got a few maintenance jobs
done at the start of the year
including some donga buildings
for new quarters which Bob fitted
decking to finish them off. Easter
bought us more hot weather and
melted chocolate eggs! Not long
after was our first aid course which
is always eventful with Jodie
bringing the real-life scenarios. We
welcomed Lyle and Helen Kent for
their final station trip, along with
their film crew to take in some of
the beautiful Kimberley scenery, we
will miss their trips. Bill and Robyn
aka Dig and Mum were also able to
visit this year and host a shoeing
clinic.
August offered most of the team

some R&R, social events have
been limited due to Covid-19
continuing to affect WA but we did
manage to attend a couple of Camp
drafts/Rodeos, host a bubble and
brushes night for the women of our
station and of course our Station
Challenge with some very healthy
competition between Carlton
Hill and Bunda. We continue to
compete for the bragging rights for
the biggest barramundi, most of us
have caught as least one. Carlton
Hill saw a couple of engagements
this year with DJ and Glen finally
coming to their senses! Bex also
became an Australian Citizen, and
we celebrated several birthdays all with cake of course.
Straight after the Station
Challenge, second round started
and with the mercury rising, we got
in and got the weaners off as quick
as we could, to give us a hand PLB
contracting came back for a stint as
well as the KD contracting crew.
After Wyndham closed its export
yards, Tri nations has become
the closest registered yard to the
Wyndham port and this year 10
consignments have left the yard
for Indonesia. We have done some
yard upgrades, including a yard
extension, cementing the loading
ramp and adding gateways for
easier movements between pens
and finally a scanning system
which will help us get closer to
100% NLIS reads.
This year Kristy Lavis took on
the role as EWP supervisor,
with a big passion for animal
health we appreciated her and
her organisation skills. We have
achieved some developments for
the EWP with the commodity shed
getting a concrete floor, shades
being put up in a few pens, a
pneumatic weaner cradle in the
yards and we have just finished re
sheeting some of the roads and
bunk pads ready to embrace the
wet. Ella is on board to finish up the
year and take on the EWP reins.
Bex and DJ are off to Isis Downs

at the end of this year, and we’d
like to especially thank them
for everything they have done
for Carlton Hill station, the local
community and our team during
their time here. The north will miss
you both.
We welcome Rick and Addy to the
Carlton Hill team and look forward
to 2022.
Interesting Carlton Hill facts from
2021:
• Transferred out 7,570,731 kg’s
of beef
• Transferred in 4,599,765 kg’s of
beef
• Sales 875,712 Kg’s of beef
• 39,540hd processed onto ships
at Wyndham out of Tri Nations
and Dusty’s yards
Interesting EWP facts from 2021:

• Transferred into EWP 18,685 hd
• Transferred out 16,060 hd AVG
weight 170kg (since January)

• Produced 2,256,000 kg beef
(since January)

Thank you to everyone who has
helped us to achieve all we have
this year, you are all sincerely
appreciated.
Here’s hoping for a full rain gauge
and icy cool drinks!
Glen, Lisa, Freya, Ronny and all the
Carlton Hill team
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DUNGOWAN
We didn’t get a big wet for 20202021 season but had good steady
consistent falls of rain resulting in
plenty of grass growing and lots of
calves on the ground but not a lot
of surface water.

Hockey Rural Contracting were
back again for a few weeks in
August to do the upgrade at
Pattersons Yards installing a new
four-way draft, and two panel yards
in front.

Our first-round muster started
in March. We had a KD camp
to muster and Rach and Dan
joined them. North Paddock was
mustered first then the crew moved
down to camp at Frazier Yards to do
the next four paddocks with 6000
head processed and bangtailed by
the end of April.

Ian Florence visited with his wife
Karen in early September and
were treated to a horse ride or
two, a motor bike ride with Dave
and a tour of Dungowan through
roads filled with water from our
first storms. Then our little team
headed over to Newcastle Waters
to compete in the CPC Station
Challenge. We all took home a few
ribbons with Rachael winning the
Open Challenge (L1/2), Bareback
Cut Out, and the Barrel Race. Dan
won the Iron Man competition and
got 2nd in the calf scruff and the
Open Challenge (L1/2). Maddy got
a 3rd in her Challenge section and
2nd in the Bullock Ride. Suzie got
3rd in her Challenge section, 2nd
in Bareback Cut Out and the Barrel
Race. And in the Bovine Battle –
Maddy’s team got 1st, Dave’s team
2nd and Suzie/Rach/Dan as a team
got 3rdplace.

May was busy with branding,
dealing with a fire on our northern
boundary in Birrimba, renovations
to the quarters, Maddy’s 21st
birthday and a WHS visit from Ian.
Also in early May Dave went down
to Alice to ride the Finke desert
track.
June - July we were mustering
again – this time it was Murt, Meg,
and Caleb from Bunda who came
across to start with, then a crew
from KD Rural replaced them to
do another few weeks and Caitlyn,
Ben, Charlotte from Newcastle
came to do the last week. Another
3500 head breeders processed and
bangtailed and 3500 head branded,
dipped and trucked to Newcastle.
We also took in 1900 breeders
from Manbulloo which had to be
processed, dipped and bangtailed
as well. Dan and Rach also went
across to Bunda to do the Shoeing
School with Bill and Robyn Hutton.
The Pussy Cat Campdraft was again
a huge event, a lot of work and a
lot of fun as well. Dan and Rach
had a few good runs and Dave and
Suzie made a couple of finals each.
Suzie and her personal colt “Dolly”
got third place in the Open Colt
Challenge. But Dan stole the show
with his English Flag Suit which put
a stop to the proceedings on his
first run in the Jackaroo Draft for
the English anthem.

Sadly, we said goodbye to our good
mate Riley, who has been with
Suzie for 16 years. He had always
enjoyed hanging out with the crew
at the Rec Club and a humbugging
for a pat or two from every visitor.
Rest in Peace old boy.
Dave and Suzie took some time
out and went down to compete at
Brunette Downs and Barkly Gold
Rush Challenge and Campdrafts.
Drafting was a lot of fun and Suzie
and Dolly did well in the Challenges
taking out 2nd place in the NT
Triple Crown Challenge Series 5yr
and Under Rookie section.
We had the pleasure of Troy
and the CPC Directors Enzo and
Margaux who visited and did a
half day aerial and ground tour of
Dungowan. We very much enjoyed
spending some time with them.

We spent about three weeks of
October fighting fires started
from dry storm lightning in South
Paddock and North Paddock which
got very close to the homestead.
We had many long nights back
burning and patrolling – thank
you to Dan and Rach for their huge
efforts and the Newcastle Waters
team that came over and gave us a
hand. Rain started in amongst the
fires and the first big storm at the
Homestead bought with it some
hail. We eventually had enough
rain to put out the last embers
of the fires and by the first week
November had received a good
three inches. The burnt country
now looks fantastic with lots of
green pick coming up.
Second round was pushed back a
bit because of fires but we started
our last bangtail paddock in
November. KD Rural staff joined us
again – this time it was Mardi, Jack,
and Gus. We are now just waiting a
little bit hoping the roads dry out
enough to get trucks down to the
southern yards to get the last lot of
weaners out for the year.
A huge thanks to our trusty station
hands – Danny Reeves, the everentertaining Pom and Rachael, our
quiet achiever – you two have done
a great job! Maddy joined us midyear as Admin and Livestock TA
and has been a great support to the
team. Connor (Stiffy) is here now to
help run second round and is going
to stay on as Head Stock Person for
2022. Welcome aboard Stiffy!
Peter Lane – legendary bore
runner and wild dog trapper –
has had a very successful year,
he has trapped 125 dogs in six
months. Your dedication is greatly
appreciated Pete! Thanks also to all
the different team members from
Newcastle Waters, Bunda as well as
KD Rural staff that came to help out
with mustering across the year too.

Brandings for the year are looking
right on target, cows are all looking
in good condition still and the early
rains have seen green pick come
up across much of the property.
Hoping it’s going to be a big wet
this time!
Merry Christmas everyone!
Dave and Suzie
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ISIS DOWNS
Rain and Grass
In an amazing and yet to be
believed turn of fate as we write
this on 17 November, we have
had 514mm rain, 304.9mm more
that we had in our first year at Isis
Downs in 2017 and is the most
annual rainfall we have seen. We
won’t lie - it has been patchy and
the pasture response from each
event has been far from uniform,
but it has produced beef in a year
of record prices which is nothing if
not positive.
Cattle, horses…… and GOATS
The varied response from the
rainfall events has kept us on
our toes with stock movements
throughout the year. While never
hitting our full capacity we turned
plenty of cattle off. A close alliance
with a couple of feedlots and
agents has seen some exceptional
prices received in an already
red-hot market. Much effort has
been put into the presentation of
feedlot cattle this year with shrink
management a focus.
June saw us back in the mulga
at Vergemont: mustering and
preparing for a boat out of
Townsville. A number of the
crew were involved with cattle
drawn from both Isis Downs and
Vergemont. Despite challenging
times, we now have most of the
cattle out of Vergemont with firm
weight gains across all cattle.
This year we worked closely with
Lester to draft up Angus stud stock
on both type and EBV’s which
resulted in a really tidy mob of
performance backed cows to breed
CPC bulls from. November saw
us start to market cattle into the
F1 Wagyu space with promising
returns. A production system we
are sure we will pursue in the
future.
In the middle of August, we
introduced the first commercial
herd of rangeland goats onto Isis.
A little ahead of schedule due to
a great opportunity with a local

breeder, our staff commenced
a steep learning curve on the
different handling and grazing
behaviours. We have another mob
due for delivery in early December.
This year, Isis received three new
breakers and three older plant
horses from Newcastle to boost our
station horse plant and the crew
have enjoyed testing both their
own and the horses’ capabilities
and competencies. It has been a
great learning opportunity.
The year of CAPEX
The ongoing improvement of
Isis Downs has been the priority
throughout this year with
significant capital development of
fencing, water and land clearing.
Our capex projects have run for the
full 12 months and the anticipated
improvement in grazing practice
management is exciting. It has been
an exercise in planning to organise
over 10 different contracting
crews as well as our own staff. The
support of Henry, the accounts
team, Suzie and Shannon has been
much appreciated.
Health, wellbeing and a lot of fun
Our annual health and wellbeing
program has seen an array of
diverse workshops and information
sharing. We started with a strong
focus on mental health with
an OzCare Suicide Prevention
workshop and Psychs on Bikes in
March and May. We participated
in first aid, a prostate cancer
awareness workshop and rural fire
service emergency preparedness
training with a Royal Flying Doctor
Service Field Day for skin checks to
be held in December. We also had
our first paint and sip workshop in
the woolshed which got everyone
out of their comfort zone. We took
the crew to the Isisford Fishing
Competition where we won best
team; and to Westech Field Days
at Barcaldine in September. This
year was the first time in a long
time where Isis Downs participated
in the CPC Station Challenge. It is
safe to say that we all learnt a lot

and had a lot more fun than we
anticipated.
Also of note is that Isis Downs
was the first station on the Kent
Saddlery last trip – a bitter-sweet
moment as we realise that there
will no longer be the iconic team
photo every year.
Training
There were plenty of training
opportunities this year. Each visit,
Troy and Henry impart a little more
of their wisdom with the team
with regard to career paths and
general life lessons. We have also
welcomed senior JBS managers
at the rec club to talk about their
careers and opportunities in the
industry. The staff from Direct
Injection Technologies were a part
of a lively discussion around the
future of innovation in agriculture.
This year, members of our staff
have participated in the ICMJ;
Breeding Edge Workshop at
Newcastle Waters; the Central West
Drought Resilience Leadership
Program and the Young Beef
Producers Forum. Undertaking the
Census this year was also a learning
activity for many.
We have also hosted a couple of
work experience students in whom
we hope we have inspired a love of
the industry and a desire to work
in it.
The end of an era
It would be remiss of us not to
mention that 2021 was the end of
an era this year with Jim Devine
moving into a retirement village.
Jim worked in and around Isis
Downs for just over 60 years and
is well known to the wider CPC
community.
Our People
We formally kicked off the year
with induction week although the
months just roll around for us, not
having the benefit of a reliable wet
season. We welcomed a new influx
of Station Hands and our very first

bore sprinter, Pete who bought
some tall tales and much laughter
to our team, not more so when he
walked 17km back to the complex
in bare feet when he got bogged in
March!
There have been quite a lot of staff
changes at Isis in 2021 as a result
of personal situations changing,
Covid-19 and our never-ending
quest to find good humans with
the allusive combination of having
both grit and similar values to CPC.
We sincerely thank those team
members who have contributed
and have now left (Peter Bear, Anna
Pearce, Jodi Lake, Pete Matheson,
Michaela O’Neill, Jack Wardell
and Nick Kerle); those who have
joined us mid-year and those team
members who are still standing
at the back end of 2021 – Chris
Coombs, Caleb Begg, Tyler Allan,
Sarah Woolfe, Mal Woodard, Chris
and Richie Nolen, Lane TempleSmith, Jess Coakes, Annie Vorpagel,
Coen Buckley, Pete Gardiner,
Craig Eastell and our very own
boomerang Ellen Bowden.
Again, we recognise that our
staff, as always, are the cogs that
keep the wheels turning. They
are highly valued members of the
Isisford community helping out at
the local show, races and school
sports day, not to mention great
supporters of the Golden West Pub!
Our appreciation of their approach
to endless days of hard work,
learning, safe work practices, good
humour and resilience is nothing if
not sincere and heartfelt.
Anna and Andrew
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JJAA - LAMPUNG AND MEDAN
Another year has gone by and
once again JJAA has faced some
major challenges. Commercially,
high Australian cattle prices,
lower market demand and very
challenging commodity supply and
prices. Despite these challenges
JJAA has still managed to increase
throughput to be higher than
budget through increased imports,
higher sale number of sales and
higher sales prices which is also a
reflection of the higher purchase
prices.
Covid-19 has had a major influence
on business as well, with many
team members becoming infected
with the virus and thankfully we
have seen full recovery from most
people. We had a Covid-19 taskforce which consisted of Gustin,
Agung, Yudhi, Abhimanyu, Fia and
Eko. They oversaw facilitating
the needs of employees who
experience symptoms of Covid-19
and were self-quarantined at
home. They were responsible
for provisions such as vitamins,
medicine, oxygen and if needed
transport and organising of
hospital and medical attention
for employees and their families.
Gustin’s experience as the first
JJAA covid survivor allowed her
to really help to support the team.
JJAA achieved 100% vaccination
of all employees by establishing
cooperation between the
government and related agencies.
In June-July 2021, JJAA operated
with less people working on
site due to the high number of
cases. To prevent further spread,
the non-operational employees
were working from home and the
operational employees reduced
their numbers to what was
necessary as well. JJAA postponed
many projects and plans that were
supposed to be undertaken as a
result of this.
The coordination of the team
was also quite difficult, so we
had to apply new methods to

work together. Now our team has
adapted to changing the way we
do business and have become a lot
better at online meetings – which
is vital now due to Covid-19. At the
time when JJAA operated with less
people, everyone was very stressed
as there was many tasks to carry
out. But everything was able to
happen as usual due to everyone
working together as a team to help.
This year we have welcomed
some new JJAA family members
- Adi Purwadi, Agung Kurniawan,
Muhamad Muhlis, Iwan Setiawan
and Bambang Sutiono have all had
new babies. We also welcomed
some new team members Bintang,
Fitri, Drh. Butet, Drh. Novian (Cattle
Dept), Wahyudi and Didin (IT Dept),
Rini, Marcel (Analis and Secreatary),
Dany (Agriculture Dept), Keliek
(Facility), and Fadhillah (AWO).
JJAA hold the recruitment activity
last year and executed this year as
per the capacity and strategic need.
We have sadly lost some team
members this year as well. Pak Aan
(Lampung Agricultural Manager)
passed away in July due to
Covid-19 complications. Pak Aan
worked for JJAA for over 21 years,
starting back overseeing custom
feeding cattle in Indo Jaya and
other feedlots for AGP and then
became a JJAA employee of JJAA
in 2000 where he oversaw compost
department back when JJAA was
selling a very large amount of
branded compost. He later went on
to become the Agricultural Manager
and has been very dedicated
to getting good yields for our
agricultural production during this
time. Pak Aan was admired for his
patience and calm attitude when
dealing with people, he was a great
friend to everyone at JJAA and is
very missed.
Pak Akbar (Medan Purchasing
Supervisor) passed away in May
this year due to typhoid, he was
one of the longest serving staff
at the Medan feedlot starting in

2008 for outsourcing security and
later moving into purchasing in
2010 when the feedlot was up and
running. He always worked above
and beyond for commodities and
was a very trusted and diligent
colleague who is greatly missed by
the JJAA team.
We are also very sad to report
that Raphael (Medan Head
Stockman) very unexpectedly
passed away in July because of a
gerd complication. Raphael has
been working for JJAA since 2010
and was a great stockman who
always was very responsible in his
role and shared a great passion for
cattle handling and care. In 2018
Raphael travelled to Australia on
the exchange program and stayed
at Auvergne station for a month.
He is an inspiration to many young
people in the village and will be
greatly missed by everyone at JJAA.
Thursday night barbeques have
been a real hit and Ihsan and Yudhi
have been trying to perfect their
wagyu and steak cooking skills.
At the same time, they have been
setting up the JJAA band which has
been rocking it out in their new digs
and performing to the JJAA mess.
They welcome new recruits not just
with the set of cattle related skills
and specific personality to blend in
to the JJAA team, but also music,
dancing and singing skills – on this
they have a lot of tolerance on the
qualifications set.
JJAA has no gatherings in the last
two years due to the mobilisation
and crowd limitations, but the JJAA
team has worked hard to feed the
highest cattle population in the
last five years. So, the team have
forgotten that we haven’t had any
parties. JJAA plans that when we
can gather everyone together again
it will be a big celebration, which
will allow the JJAA band to perform
to a larger audience.
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JJAA held a Supervisory Training,
with a four-hour session per month
with internal and external speakers
for 23 team members. Participants
had a task after every session to
check what they learnt and as time
went on it was clear to see that the
training was successful, and the
participants grew a lot from the
process. The final project was to
propose an idea to management in
terms of systems, assets, methods,
etc. Some of the project proposals
have been applied and the most
appreciated was Yudhi’ s project
to increase the skill of the JJAA
chef through training, supplying
us with even more delicious and
healthy food. Since September, the
JJAA team started traveling again
to manage JJAA’s business and
performance, as well as attended
many other trainings such as
Animal Welfare, Tax, Import-Export,
Kaizen, Bacterial isolation, first aid
and working from heights.
Nothing easy about this year
for JJAA. We really have had to
navigate around the traps. We are
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very proud to be able to stay here
and perform as good as possible.
The teamwork, the qualified
second liners, the enthusiasm and
motivation of the management,
employees, outsource and daily
labours are as always, our main
asset to survive and perform well.
Last but not least...
Salam Kompak from Indonesia
Team - have a great year-end
holidays, Kawan-Kawan.
Kalau pesta jangan terlalu mabuk,
dan jangan share foto yah. Kami
sungguh iri…..
Brooke Barkla
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NEWCASTLE WATERS
November of 2021 is here and has
welcomed us with 55mm of rain so
far this wet season. The humidity
has hit which hopefully means a
lot more rain is on the way! They
have predicted big storms over
the coming weeks, hopefully it’s
enough to keep the cattle happy
and allow us complete second
round successfully.
We commenced this season with
510mm of rain and 46,786 head
of Commercial and Stud cattle.
We currently have 45,503 head of
Commercial and Stud cattle and
10,000 weaners on feed in the Early
Weaning Program. We are still in
full swing finishing second round
before the end of November.
Induction was held on the first
week of March with all new
staff and returning camp staff
participating. This was to refresh
and to update each of the returning
staffs ICAs. They completed training
on Cattle Handling, Motorbikes,
Horsemanship, Water Maintenance,
Fencing, Vehicle Ops, Chemical
Use, Communications, Workshop
Maintenance and Aircraft Safety. A
big thank you to Cath and Ian for
organising this and coming across
to help oversee the induction.

With induction finishing up it was
time for Stud to get straight into
semen testing, boat camp into
EWP Inductions and Breeder Camp
started fencing and maintenance.
We had Charles transfer from
Manbulloo to run the Breeder Camp
this year and Kurt who was new to
CPC ran the Boat Camp. Caitlin who
has been at NCW for a few years
stepped up and took on the Stud
Head Stockperson role. First round
mustering began end of March and
it’s been busy ever since!
CPC took the lease on the Santavan
Export Yard in Darwin mid this
year. With this, Simon and Paige
accepted the job of running the
yard and moved from Newcastle
Waters at the end May. Everyone
was sad to see them go but
happy for their new adventure!
With Simon moving that meant
Jeremy stepping up and taking on
the workload from the Assistant
Manager role.
With first round complete and
second round finishing up in the
next month we have had a big
year of cattle work. Commercial
has sold 9,490 head to Australian
customers, transferred 6,589 head
to JJAA, transferred 6,589 head

to Twin Hills and transferred out
a total of 26,566 head since the
1 Jan this year to the end of Oct.
With this the Commercial has
completed 8,220 brandings ytd
and looking to do better than the
brandings budget at year end. The
same goes for the Stud with 715
head sold to Australian Customers,
311 head transferred to JJAA and
a total of 4,032 head transferred
out. Stud brandings sit at 1,579 ytd
and looking to be on budget for
brandings at year end. The Early
Weaning Program has put through
22,657 head. There are 7,000 head
to induct in the coming few weeks
before everyone finishes up for the
year.
The road train ‘Makybe Diva’
moved a lot of these cattle to and
from the NT stations as well as
delivering cattle to Bridge Creek,
Santavan, Berrimah and Coomalie.
Flood plain cattle were taken to
Twin Hills. With the 90,000km
driven, maintenance was a priority
with new axles being installed
throughout the entire set up and
new wiring through the crates. CPC
sponsored the road train to Daly
Waters and Pussycat Campdrafts
and CPC also sponsored the cattle
for the Mataranka and ASH Draft

in Katherine. Wolfman did the
carting at both of these events as
well. A total of 1,089 decks have
been carted on Makybe Diva from
January to mid-November. The
road train isn’t slowing down for
the end of the season yet with trips
to Isis Downs taking place at the
end of this week.
With all the work happening here
we still managed to get some
social events in. Easter long
weekend was spent in Darwin. We
attended Daly Waters Draft, ASH
Draft, Pussycat Draft and Tennant
Creek Draft. A few of the team did
really well at these events. At Daly
Waters Charles won the Maiden
Cut Out and Ellie G came 6th in
the encouragement. At Pussycat,
Jarrod won his first buckle by
winning the bullock ride with Pod
coming a close second. Ellie G came
2nd in the encouragement also.
At Tennant draft Jeremy won the
Jack draft with Henry placing 5th.
Cam got second in the Calf scruff.
We entered seven teams in to the
first Elliott Fishing Competition in
which both CPC and The Castle Inc
sponsored. It was a really good day
with a BBQ on the lake, swimming,
fishing and digging for mussels.
None of us won but we all got an
awesome goodie bag with a fishing
shirt, fishing reel and hat.
The Stud team took stud bulls
and heifers to the Katherine and
Darwin Shows. All of the show
cattle were named after different
wines (representation of the CPC
Wineglass). They all did really
well! At the Katherine Show in the
category ‘Any other breed, Female
6 months and over, led class’ we
got First Place with Sparkling
Piccolo (Led by Josh L) and second
place with Penfolds (led by Ali).
Category ‘Any other breed’, ‘Male
6 months and over’, ‘led class’ we
got First Place with Pepperjack (Led
by Hollie) and second place with
Fat-Cat Shiraz (Led by Henry). At
the Darwin Show in the category
‘Bos Indicus Bull, 9mths and Under

12mths, Led Class’ we got second
place with Moët (Led by Stiffy).
In the category ‘Any Other Breed
Heifer 6mths and Over, Led Class’
we got first place with Sparkling
Piccolo (Led by Ellie S) and second
with Penfolds (Led by Ali). In the
category ‘Any Other Breed Bull
6mths and Under 36mths, Led
Class’ we got first place with
Pepperjack (Led by Hollie) and
second place with Fat-Cat Shiraz
(Led by Henry). They all looked very
smart in their CPC Stud shirts.
We have also completed lots of
training with our crew this year.
We started with First Aid and
CPR, Tom Shephard came and
completed Quiet Cattle Handling
with our camps and Mum and
Dig came and did the shoeing
school. We held a Gun course,
Fire Fighting Safety and Jody
and Bill came again this year to
do a horse school with everyone.
Jimmy, Shannon, Jeremy, Charles,
Ali and Kate attended the NTCA
conference at the start of the
year in Alice Springs. We held a
Breeding Edge Course here where
numerous people from other CPC
stations came and stayed and
participated. Jeremy, Charles
and Kurt attended the Breeding
Edge course in Katherine at the
start of the year. Jodie attended
the Nutrition Edge Course, and
Kate completed the Business
Edge course in Tennant Creek. Ali,
Ellie S and Tamara attended the
Barkly Herd Management Forum
at Brunette. Mick went and spent
a couple of days with Barry Goven
in Katherine learning tips and
tricks on Mono pumps. Ben and
Aaron got their MC truck licences.
Ali took part in the Future NTCA
program this year also. We had
Psychs on Bikes talk about Mental
Health and stay the night. We had
the Bovine Respiratory Disease
workshop for our leaders and A
Blokes Thing did a presentation
about Prostate cancer. Elanco and
Zoeitis came and did workshops
in the yards with how to correctly

use their products. Kate also
completed a HSR course in Darwin
and joined the CPC Health and
Safety Committee. A huge well
done to all our crew that completed
their Cert 2, 3 and 4s in Agriculture
through CDU. A big congratulations
to Shannon who received the CPC
People’s Choice Award for 2020 and
also to Newcastle Waters Station
as a whole on winning the CPC
Business of the Year award for 2020.
A few of our team members have
helped other CPC stations when
they have needed extra hands.
Stiffy and Lachy went up to Twin
Hills and Santavan to help Simon
out for a few weeks. Stiffy and a
few of the others have been back
and forth from Dungowan helping
them with bush fires. Stiffy is at
Dungowan at the moment giving
them a hand with their secondround mustering. We had the
Wrotham Park crew come over
for two weeks in April to help as
they were still getting rain over
there. Bunda sent two of their staff
over to help us with first round
mustering. Ellie G and Stiffy went
and joined Bunda on their Coacher
Muster in October.
Newcastle Waters and Dungowan
competed in the Stations Challenge
that we held at Spell Bore in midSeptember. Everyone enjoyed
themselves and there was plenty of
friendly competition. The winners
of the Challenges were Open
Challenge L1 and L2 Rachel Byrnes,
Open Challenge L3 and L4 Richelle
Popp, Colt challenge L1 andL2
Henry Ponder, Colt Challenge
L3 and L4 Ben Wallis and Colt
Challenge L5 and up, Charles Tapp.
We held Bovine Battles, Gymkhana
events on bikes and horses,
bareback cut out, Bullock ride, Calf
scruff, Iron man and woman and
Tug of war.
Newcastle Waters has been keeping
all the contractors busy with
multiple capex projects on the go.
We have replaced some monos
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with solars, new poly lines, tanks
and troughs are being installed.
Yard repairs and installing grids as
well as putting shade in the EWP
pens. Fencing the EWP laneway
and splitting paddocks up is about
to start. We have put Farmbots
in and new bore holes are being
drilled for new water points. Water
development has been huge
this year so we can utilise the
country to its full potential. The
hydraulic weaner cradle is in and
the preparation for the cropping
has begun. The big house has been
painted inside and the bathrooms
repaired.
It was another big year for the
social club ‘The Castle Inc’. We held
our annual Carnival Day which is
the first event of the year. It was
an ice breaker activity so everyone
could get to know each other with
team activities. We also put on an
‘Australian Quiz night’. One of the
games was guessing baby photos
of staff and getting as many as
they could correct. We had our first
Cocktail Party where we invited the
neighbours. It was such a beautiful
night and likely to become an
annual event. Everyone got dressed
up for the annual Halloween Party.
The costumes topped last year’s
that’s for sure! The evening of the
Stations Challenge we held a raffle
to raise money for Bex’s fundraiser
to raise money for Cancer Research
in Ronny Wall’s memory. We
managed to raise $2,400 to donate
to the cause. We also raised $1,174
which we donated to the Dolly’s
Dream Foundation by holding a
blue themed night at the social
club. We sponsored the ASH
Draft and the First Elliott Fishing
Competition. We held Melbourne
Cup at the big house with Fashions
of the pool house vouchers being
donated for best dressed. It was
an awesome day of racing and
fun. Kate is now in the process of
organising the Christmas Party
which is being held in Darwin.
Everyone here voted on a Fishing
Charter, Dinner and 70s themed ten
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pin bowling.
Its full steam ahead trying to get
second round complete before the
rain sets in. We still have weaners
coming into EWP from Newcastle
Waters, Dungowan and Wrotham
which means a lot of inducting to
do before everyone heads off for a
well-deserved break over the wet. A
huge thank you goes to Jimmy and
Shannon for another great year and
also to the Newcastle Waters team
for all their hard work. We have
been super busy, but everyone has
stayed positive and there has been
no short of laughs and good times!
Also, a big thank you goes to the
contractors that have given us a
hand this year.
Let’s hope that we get the wet that
is predicted! Hopefully this early
rain is a good sign for the next few
months.
On behalf of Newcastle Waters, we
all hope that everyone has a safe
and fun end to the year and a very
wet and happy Christmas and New
Year’s.
Kate Murphy on behalf of
Newcastle Waters Station
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NEWCASTLE WATERS
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NEWCASTLE WATERS EWP
It’s not really the end of the year
yet, is it? It can’t be!
I know a lot of us feel the same, but
this year has just flown by. It only
feels like a few weeks ago we were
welcoming the new recruits and
doing Induction week.
A super-fast forward to now and
we have seen just shy of 23,000
Weaners arrive into the Newcastle
Waters EWP.
We have had our ups and downs
this year with a big wave of
pneumonia coming through with
first round weaners arriving with
BRD. We mass treated everything
and made it out the other side with
very few losses and a super happy
Jodie because of that. We did see
an increase of exit weights due to
holding onto them for longer but
well worth it in the end to see them
healthy and shiny heading to their
paddocks.
Our House Yards have had some
big improvements including a new

hydraulic weaner cradle installed
and more covered roof area and
concrete with a 2nd race put in for
the weaner cradle.
Our laneway to our exit paddocks
has been finished with water points
installed along the way. We have
exited 9359 head this year so far to
NCW Commercial and NCW Stud at
an overall exit weight average of
193kgs.
Looking ahead… We have shade
sails to be installed across four of
our pens which is very exciting,
and a plan for upgrades to our
commodities storage, yards and
modifications/improvements to
pens.
Looking forward to a BIG wet to
help our breeders grow nice healthy
weaners to arrive first round next
year!
Jodie
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SANTAVAN
CPC took on the lease of Santavan
Export Facility Located just 50 km
south of Darwin on 31 May 2021.
The facility is a “Registered
Premises” meaning the owner
holds a license to quarantine
and export cattle from the yards
which CPC works under. Santavan
sports a set of yards with a double
loading ramp, that can legally
hold 12,000 hd. The Property also
consists of 500 acres of grazing
land predominantly of the well
adapted Humidicola grass. These
Paddocks have been very useful for
intake of cattle prior to shipping
consignments. The left-over cattle
can be turned out to the paddocks
to graze and be stocked piled until
the next shipment.
Santavan Export facility had
previously been used by the
exporter Wellards. But since they
withdrew from their northern
exporting operations, this site had
been sitting vacant (for about 5
years). Therefore, the first couple
weeks at Santavan mostly involved
deforestation of the house area and
yards and the relocation of native
animals who had been calling our
new home, their home. After a lick
of paint to the house, a lot of chain
sawing and much welding to repair

the yards, we were ready for the
cattle to arrive.
Learning an entirely new role as
an export depot and starting from
scratch was challenging at the
start. But with the help of Brooke
Barkla and the patience of Austrex
staff, we got through our first
shipment and loaded out 1664 hd
to JJAA on 26 June, less than four
weeks after arriving at Santavan.
Since then, we have exported
several shipments to JJAA and
traded some cattle through
external buyers. We have since
worked with Austrex, Frontier and
Livestock Shipping Services.
Our team is very small, consisting
of just Simon, myself and our sidekick Clayton. However during a
consignment, we have extra hands
on deck to help with drafting,
feeding and of course, the load
out. Stiffy and Lachie of NCW have
joined us for few weeks working
between Santavan and Twin Hills.
Contract staff have also given us a
hand with the consignments and at
Twin Hills.
We expect to be very busy over the
wet season, with three boats to
JJAA already booked in between 20
November and 20 December, and

with 10,000 hd to come off Twin Hill
floodplain over the wet we should
be kept on our toes.
It has been an exciting start to this
new operation, and we are enjoying
it.
Merry Christmas and a Happy New
Year
Hope to see many of you in 2022.
Simon, Paige and Clayton
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WROTHAM PARK
Another year that’s gone by so fast
but had a pretty full-on beginning.
Our 2021 season started off very
well, with the much-appreciated
drop of rain which saw our grass
grow, dams fill, and the rivers and
creeks run.
The year began with a sad goodbye
to the twins Max and Charlie as
they ventured off to boarding
school to start their high school
journey, lucky for the boys they
had Scotty to keep a close eye
on them. Gracie started Prep and
Kirsty struggled with her quieter
household.
This year has been a bit different
with Cobby trying his hand at
cropping, Sorghum was planted
which ended up turning out well
despite the mishaps trying to get
the seed in. We bailed 60 odd bales
from which we then fed to our
weaners and the rest of the farm
used to give the heifers a good
head start.
We welcomed some fresh faces to
our team; Hugh McGoldrick, Millie
Macintosh, Jack Capel, Nick Brassil,
Sam Watson, Sarah Cockburn and
Korreigh Wade, with a few old one’s
retuning. Scott Thompson joined
us at Gamboola late last year after
we farewelled Tom Marron and Jan
Mahoney. The humidity hit hard
as usual and welcomed the NSW
newcomers to Far NQ. Induction
week and the annual First Aid
course were held, we hosted a
‘CARE for Farmers Programme’ on
Mental health and our contractor
Robbie White kindly came over
and ran a two-day horse school
for our camp which was very much
appreciated.
With Justin Bell (Bones) leading
the way, we jumped into fencing,
became council workers, did a bit
of weed eradication, and the best
job of all - flood fencing! This saw
a few heads turn when they heard
the word crocodile. In April, the rain
was still about and not much we

could do here, so the stock camp
ventured over to Newcastle Waters
for a couple of weeks to give them
a hand.
May came around and our first
round began, which saw our
contractors arrive. Robbie and
Robyn White returned with their
crew, Bruce Parker returning
with his big lorry, and of course
Scott Walsh (Walshy), who took
new apprentice, Dale Parker
(Paddy) under his wing. Jock Ross
reappeared after his summer stint
at Isis, continuing here with his
scrub pulling dozer work. Maitie
Webb took on first round weaner
camp, doing an excellent job. With
the round under way, there were
plenty of calves to brand, many
weaners being pulled off and fat
cows being trucked home.
Tom Shephard once again granted
us two days of his knowledge and
know-how teaching us valuable
life lessons and conducting his
efficient stock handling school.
During the round we saw the
return of our social events, which
everyone was eagerly looking
forward to including Jack Capel’s
21st birthday and Normanton and
Eureka Creek Campdrafts.
As first round came to an end, we
sadly farewelled our friend and
long-term station cook, Suzie
Parry-Okeden, and welcomed Jodi
Lake to take over. During rounds
we participated in an Emmett
Technique course with everyone
learning lots and taking away a
lot of useful information. We were
all able to get double Vaxxed! And
we hosted a ‘It’s a Bloke Thing’
Prostate Cancer Road show which
was very informative.
September arrived and that meant
the Station Challenge wasn’t too
far off, so afternoons were spent
preparing horses for the big day.
Challenge day saw a few interesting
dismounts, but all in all everybody
had a crack and did a great job with

lots of ribbons being handed out.
A big thanks to Matthew Clarke for
coming out to judge.
By early October, the scrub pulling
came to an end, which I think Jock
was very happy to see. Second
round started and with a few
injured in the camp, we recruited
some helpers from the Bunda and
R&R White crew - a big thanks to
them for filling the roles. As the
weaners were rolling in, Jack Capel
took on the contract of weaner
camp, doing a very good job.
There were still plenty of calves to
brand but with the early starts we
managed to process and brand and
get them back out to the paddock
before the heat struck. As the days
got hotter and storms started
brewing, second round thankfully
came to an end.
Melbourne Cup provided some
good laughs with the combination
of Jodi’s hand-crafted wearable
racehorses and Kirsty’s tropical
punch. We’re now looking forward
to Christmas celebrations and the
annual Port Douglas fishing trip!
Thanks to all our staff and
contractors for all their hard work
throughout the year, and we wish
all the best to everyone who is
leaving us.
Merry Christmas and Happy New
Year!!
The Wrotham Park Crew
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TEAM SHIRTS FOR 2021
In 2021, we introduced our new Trademutt shirts, which were not our typical work shirt!
This loud and vibrant shirt was designed to create a positive impact and trigger conversations about mental health
with work mates and families.

Guy Hands

Allawah

Manbulloo

Newcastle Waters

Bunda

Carlton Hill

Wrotham Park

Brisbane

Isis Downs

JJAA

Dungowan
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CPC PHOTO COMPETITION

1st: Caitlin Bury (Newcastle Waters)

2nd: Claudia Stokehill (Wrotham Park)

3rd: Brooke Harwood (Bunda)

4th: Jodie Mitchell (Newcastle Waters)

5th: Jasmine Heales (Carlton Hill)

5th: Kristy Lavis (Carlton Hill)

1st: Claudia Stokehill (Wrotham Park)

2nd: Natalya Dingle (Carlton Hill)

3rd: Brooke Harwood (Bunda)

4th: Kristy Lavis (Carlton Hill)

5th: Liam Hoare (Isis Downs)

5th: Kate Murphy (Newcastle Waters)

1st: Kristy Lavis (Carlton Hill)

1st: Natalya Dingle (Carlton Hill)

2nd: Indiah Hicks (Newcastle Waters)

3rd: Una Wood (Newcastle Waters)

3rd: Bex Thorpe (Carlton Hill)

4th: Bex Thorpe (Carlton Hill)

4th: Natalya Dingle (Carlton Hill)

5th: Tom Deshon (Carlton Hill)

5th: Ali Quintana (Newcastle Waters)
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FOUR STATIONS. ONE CHALLENGE
CARLTON HILL
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ISIS DOWNS
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FOUR STATIONS. ONE CHALLENGE
NEWCASTLE WATERS
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WROTHAM PARK
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IN PROFILE: HENRY BURKE
CROCODILES NOR COVID WON’T DETER THE TOP END’S HENRY BURKE
stations to give this lifestyle a crack
for a year or so.

learn from the last experience and
get ready for the next challenge.

On a personal level, I really
appreciate the fact that my work
has allowed me to have my feet
under the table (most nights) with
my family.

Most years, CPC alone turns off
roughly 25 million kilograms
of meat from our herd of three
hundred thousand head of cattle
(consisting of a mix of commercial
breeding cows, stud cattle, trading
and feedlot cattle).  

There are a lot of moving parts
to this business and the key to
bringing them all together, is
strong, reliable teams of people.
Five and a half million hectares
is a lot of land with varied needs
and challenges. So successfully
managing these huge properties all
comes down to big efforts by small
teams of highly skilled people.

I’ve worked on large scale cattle
properties my whole life. From
starting out at the age of 13, I
made my way up through the
ranks to my current role here as
General Manager Cattle Stations,
living in Katherine, NT, managing
over 5.5 million hectares, 120
people and 300k head of cattle for
Consolidated Pastoral Company
(CPC).
Our cattle properties span across
Queensland, the Northern Territory
and Western Australia and we also
indirectly employ services that
translate to jobs for a further 10,000
people along the supply chain.
What do I like most about my
work? For starters; the remoteness,
working with animals and the
environment. I also like working
with a team of people who thrive
to be effective in their roles and
mentoring the young men and
women who come to the northern

The challenge for me and this
industry, is connecting and keeping
these teams together and engaged
for longer periods.
Another challenge is staff retention.
We get lots of younger people
coming to the bush to try out
this lifestyle and engaging and
identifying the ones who want to
stay on is vital.

“In terms of
sustainable practises,
I reckon Australia
has the best farmers/
land managers in the
world.”
Just look at how we’ve managed
these past 10 years, how we have
adapted and managed through
drought to flood, bush fires to
pandemics. We brush ourselves off,

Or in other words, you could
say we provide beef for around
100,000,000 meals per year.
Of course, living in north Australia,
brings its own unique set of
challenges. Crocodiles for example
are part of life up this way!
All our stations up north are
infested with crocodiles so fencing
in floodplains/river crossings can
be pretty dangerous.
They can appear seemingly out of
nowhere if you aren’t careful! It’s
a matter of being totally aware at
all times that someone is watching
and waiting to pounce. We get
around in buggies, small boats or
wait until the water gets to a safe
level (ankle deep).
Just recently a crew came in and
asked if they should report a WHS
incident that had happened that
day; they were fencing along
floodplain banks and a crocodile
came up out of the mud where he’d
been hiding.
They were only a metre or so away
from him, so in self-defence they
resorted to using a star picket that
they in hand to fend it away.
As always, the focus must be safety
first! We enjoy what we do, make
the best of experiences offered and

always look out for each other’s
health and well-being.

“What matters to
me most is family,
community and
animal welfare.”
And playing my part in this
profitable sustainable industry that
continues to build communities
and employs lots of people.
Our remoteness is our best defence
against COVID-19 and we mobilised
quickly to ensure visitors were only
permitted on station for essential
purposes and that best-practice
isolation and hygiene practices
were strictly adhered to.

The cattle industry was the
lifeblood of northern Australia.
To keep people working and to
keep supplying beef to Australia
and the world it was paramount we
protected our workforce from the
virus.
I know that it’s been a tough year
for many, but I hope that other
Australians know that we are still
here, working hard to get things
back on track.
I think we should all be very
optimistic about the state and
future of Australian agriculture
because of the incredibly skilled,
dedicated, smart and hard-working
people who have made this
industry their life and livelihood.
Taken from NFF’s initiative
highlighting the important role
of agriculture and the bush in
Australia’s COVID-19 recovery.
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NUFFIELD SCHOLAR:
BROOKE BARKLA

When she packed her bags and left
Indonesia in March 2020, Brooke
Barkla was bound for the Nuffield
Australia Contemporary Scholar’s
Conference in Brisbane. From
there, she would set out on the
international research component
of her Nuffield scholarship on the
socio-economic impacts of the
Australian live export industry in
existing and emerging markets.
Instead, the COVID-19 pandemic
took off and, with borders
rapidly closing, the Nuffield
travel was cancelled at the last
minute. Brooke hasn’t returned
to Indonesia, despite it being
home for four years, working as
Consolidated Pastoral Company’s
(CPC) Business Development and
Performance Manager, based in
South Sumatera.

Originally from a cattle property
in south east QueenslAnd and now
based in Darwin, Brooke’s a selfdescribed jack of all trades. Her
role with CPC covers everything
from operational aspects of the
business to profitability analysis,
sales and import planning and
cattle quality control both on
arrival and departure.

cattle to higher volumes of boxed
beef and cattle from other nations.

“Our team in Indonesia
continuously strives to meet the
highest animal welfare standards,”
Brooke said.

Brooke has also seen how the
pandemic has posed challenges for
all involved in CPC’s operations in
Indonesia.

“Across all aspects of operations
from feeding, bedding, cattle
handling, hospital treatments to
processing facilities, they make
cattle comfort and welfare their
number one priority every day.”

“CPC employs roughly 600 staff
in Indonesia, not including the
broader supply chain roles like
commodity and feed production,
butchers and truck drivers,” Brooke
said.

Awarded the Nuffield scholarship
in 2019, Brooke’s application was
motivated by a desire to drill down
into the direct and indirect benefits
of the live export industry on the
livelihoods of people, both in
Indonesia and further afield.

“All told, there are roughly
12,000 families supported by
CPC operations in Indonesia, and
COVID-19 has had a significant
impact on them.

“Obviously the live export industry
is key to food supply into the
region, but I’m really interested in
the livelihoods that depend on our
industry as well,” Brooke said.
“Living and working in Indonesia
has allowed me to see first-hand
how integral the industry is to
feeding, employing and supporting
literally millions of people there
and right around the world.
“Animal welfare is such a huge
focus of the industry, as it should
be, but the people involved in
country are critical as well and a
part of the industry that doesn’t get
as much attention.”
In addition to the current socioeconomic impacts, Brooke’s
research will examine the potential
effects of any future transition
away from importing live Australian

With plans to visit countries
throughout Asia, as well as Brazil,
India, Mexico and the Middle
East, the COVID-19 pandemic has
made components of her Nuffield
research trickier than they might
otherwise have been.

Medan

Indonesian Feedlot
Operations

Lampung

Santavan
Twin Hill

Carlton Hill

Dungowan

Kirkimbie
Bunda

WA

Wrotham
Park

Newcastle
Waters

NT

QLD
Isis Downs
Allawah
Brisbane Office

“Culturally, the pandemic is
changing the dynamics of how
business is done. Social distancing
doesn’t come naturally to the
Indonesian people, as they’re often
living and working in really close
proximity to each other.
“Decisions are normally made
collectively, through in-person
discussion, so social distancing has
led to big management changes as
well.
“With impacts on shipboard staff
as well, the industry and people
employed within it have really
shown their resilience by managing
to proceed without any major
disruptions, while keeping animals
and people safe and employed.”
Taken from Ruminations - Stories of
Live Export (November 2021)
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